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91. INTRODUCTION 
IN 1932 W. HUREWICZ[~] showed that, assuming the continuum hypothesis, there is an 
infinite dimensional (separable metric) space which does not contain a subset with 
positive finite dimension_ We show, without assuming the continuum hypothesis, that 
there are compact metric spaces satisfying these conditions. Hurewicz’s space is 
necessarily not compact since each finite dimensional subset is countable. 
In 1965 Henderson[S] gave an example of an infinite dimensional compactum 
which contained no n-dimensional (n 2 1) closed subsets. In 1966, Bing[3] gave a 
simplified version of Henderson’s original example. In 1972, Zarelua[l7] constructed 
similar examples using techniques quite different from those used by Henderson and 
Bing. Using ideas from Zarelua[l7, 181, Rubin et al. [13] recently developed a general 
method for constructing such examples. The construction of the examples which we 
present here makes essential use of this general method. 
The existence of infinite dimensional compacta which do not contain finite dimen- 
sional subsets of each dimension is related to the problems: (i) does there exist an 
infinite dimensional compactum with finite cohomological dimension, and (ii) does 
there exist a cell-like dimension raising mapping? It is well known that the image of a 
cell-like dimension raising mapping is infinite dimensional but has finite cohomological 
dimension; examples of the latter type cannot contain finite dimensional subsets of 
each dimension (see the appendix in [12] for a discussion of cohomological dimension 
and a proof of this fact). 
The author gratefully acknowledges the importance of a seminar run jointly with 
L. Rubin and R. Schori during the fall of 1976 at the University of Oklahoma. 
The results of this paper were announced in [16]. 
$2. DEFINITIONS AND BASK CONCEPTS 
By a space we mean a separable metric space, by a compactum we mean a 
compact space, and by a continuum we mean a connected compactum. A space which 
is not finite dimensional is said to be infinite dimensional; we refer to [8] for standard 
results from dimension theory. 
2.1. Definition. Let A and B be disjoint closed subsets of a space X. A closed 
subset S of X is said to separate A and B in X if X - S is the union of two disjoint 
open sets, one containing A and the other containing B. A closed’ subset S of X is 
said to continuum-wise separate A and B in X provided every continuum in X from 
A to B meets S. 
2.2. Definition. Let X be a space and r be an indexing set. A family ((Ak, B,J: 
k E r}. is essential in X if, for each k E r, (AK, Bk) is a pair of disjoint closed sets in 
X such that if S, separates Al, and Bk in X, then IT{&: k E r} # 0. 
2.3. Definition. A space X is strongly infinite dimensional if there exists a 
denumerable essential family {(Ak, Bk): k = 1,2,. . . .} for X. 
Remark. Henderson[S, 61 used a definition of strongly infinite dimensional which 
involved essential mappings onto the Hilbert cube; the latter concept of strongly 
infinite dimensional is equivalent to the one given above for compacta[2, p. 201. 
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2.4. THEOREM. [13; Proposition 5.61. Let {(Ak, Bk): k E r} be an essential family in 
a compactum X ; let J = {j,, jz. . . .} be a finite or countable subset of r. Let {Zj: j E J} be u 
collection of closed subsets of X with Zj, continuum -wise separating Aj, and Bi, in X and 
with, for n 2 2, 2, Cl .Zj__, continuum-wise separating A, n Zj”_, and Bj” fl Zj”_, in Zj”_,. 
Letting Z = n {Z,: jn E J}, {(A, rl Z, BI, n Z): k E r - J) is an essential family in Z. 
The following results from dimension theory will be used; although the first three 
are special cases of more general results, using the inductive definition of dimension, 
each has an elementary proof. 
2.5. Let F be a subset of the real line: dim F 5 0 if and only if F does not contain 
an interval[8, p. 441. 
2.6. If dim F 5 1, then F = Z, U Zz where dim Z1 I 0 and dim Z, 5 0 18, p. 321. 
2.7. If A and B are disjoint closed subsets of a space X, and Z is a subset of X 
with dim Z c: 0, then there is a separator S of A and B in X with S fl Z = 0[8, p. 341. 
2.8. If 1 <dim F <co, then F contains a subset F’ with dim F’ = 1; in particular, if 
X does not contain a l-dimensional subset, then X does not contain an n-dimensional 
subset (n 2 1). 
m 
2.9. If dim Zi ~0 for i = 1,2,. . . , then dim (n Zi) I 0. For each i, let %i be a basis 
i=l 
for Z; consisting of open sets with empty boundaries; the basis for ic, Zi obtained 
using the $!&‘s will consist of open sets with empty boundaries. 
Notation. If A is a collection of sets, then A* denotes the union of the elements of 
A. 
03.OUTLINE OFTHEEXAMPLE 
Let the Hilbert cube be denoted Q = II{Zk: k = 1,2, . . .} where Zk = [ - 1, t], let Il,: 
Q + Zk denote the projection, and let Ak = l&-’ (1) and Bt = IIk-’ (-1). The family 
{(Aa, &): k = 1,2, . . .} is an essential family in Q (see [8], p. 49). Let W be a countable 
base for the interval [ - 1, I], let 0 = {(W, k): WE -?Y and k = 1, 2,. . .}, and let {w,, 
02, . . . ) be an ordering of the elements of R. 
For each ok = (W, n) E R, a closed subset Xk of Q will be constructed with the 
property that if F c X, with II,(F) > W, then dim F z 2. In addition, the Xk’s will be 
suchthatX= n{X,: k=l,2,...} contains a continuum meeting A1 and B,. If F c X 
with dim F 5 1, then each II,(F) is zero-dimensional (see 2.5) and, therefore, 
F c II{lI,(F): n = 1, 2,. . .) is zero-dimensional (see 2.9). The compacturn X is the 
desired example since X contains no l-dimensional subset (see 2.8). 
$4. CONSTRUCTING X, 
Let Wk = ( W, n) and let ml s m2 S m3 S m4 be positive integers with each mif n. 
For eat h i = 1, . . . ,4, let Smi be the set of all closed subsets of Q which continuum- 
wise separate Ami and B,i; using the Hausdorff metric, each S,,,, is a compact metric 
space[4, p. 2531. Consider W to be a subset of I.; let A c W be a Cantor set and let 91 
be the collection of components of Z,, - A. Let a : A + S,,,, x S,,,, x S,,,, x S,, be a con- 
tinuous surjection with each a-‘(x) uncountable: let ai:A+ S,,,, be LY composed with 
the projection. 
For i = 1,3 define l&i as follows: for each U E 4% let TV C U x & C I,, X ki be a 
“two tailed sin l/x curve” as indicated in Fig. 1; let Hmi = (II, X II,,,,)-’ (cl U {Tu: 
U E %})) where III, x II,:: Q+ Z,, x I,,,, is the projection. The set H,,,i satisfies the 
following properties: 
4.1. H,,,i continuum-wise separates A,,,, and B,,,! in Q. 
4.2. If CC H,,,; is a continuum, then one of the foilowing occurs: (a) II,,(C) C 
cl(U) for some U E %; (b) C c n,-‘(t) for some t E A; or (c) C r\ II,‘(t) contains a 
continuum meeting A,i and B,i for some t E A. 
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Fig. 1. 
For i = 2,4, define & as follows: I?,, = {a;_,(t) II II-‘(t): t E A}* U {ai II n,-'(t): 
t E A}* U {ai fl n,-'(d( U)): U E '% and t E cl(U) n A}*. It follows from the con- 
tinuity of ai and cz-, that R,i is a closed set; in addition, it follows from 4.2. that R,i 
satisfies the following: 
4.3. R, n H,_, continuum-wise separates A,,,; fl H,,,_, and Ki ,I i%_, in H,,,_,. 
4.4. LEMMA. Letting Xk = H,,,, fl R,z fl H,,,3 n R,,, if F G X, and II,(F) > W, then 
dim F 22. 
Proof. Assuming that dim F I 1, we show that II,(F) 2 W. Let F = Z, U Z, where 
dim Zi I 0, i = 1,2 (see 2.6.). Let SI (resp., Sz) be a separator of A,,,, and B,, (resp., A,,,? 
and B,,) with S, n Z, = 0 (resp., Sz fl Z, = 0) (see 2.7). Let S3 (resp. Se) be a separator 
of A,,,,-and B,, (resp., A,, and B,,,J with SJ U Z2 = 0 (resp., Sq n Z2 = 0). Since each 
(u-‘(x) is uncountable, there is t E A - U{cl(U):u E %} with a(t) = (S,, Sz, S,, SJ: the 
definition of R,, and R,, is such that X, rl II,-‘(t) C (S, U Sz) fl(& U S4). Since F fl 
(S, u St) f3 (Ss u S4) = 0, F n X, r7 II,,-‘(t) = 0 and, therefore, tE II,(F). 
$5. THE EXAMPLE 
Foreachk=l,2,..., choose a set of four positive integers Nk satisfying: 
5.1. TheNk’sarepairwisedisjoint;l E U {Nk:k=1,2,...};andifot=(W,n)En, 
then nE Nk. 
For each WL E R, let Nk = {m,, m2, m3, mq} and let X, = H,, n R,, rl H,,,, n R,, be 
defined as in the preceding section. 
5.2 THEOREM. Letting X = 6 X,, X is an infinite dimensional compactum contain- 
k=l 
ing no n-dimensional (n 2 I) subsets. 
Proof. Using Lemma 4.4, it follows that X contains no 
therefore, no n-dimensional (n 2 1) subsets. Using 4.1 
Theorem 2.4 that {(A, fl X, B, n X)} is an essential family 
contains a continuum meeting A, and B,. 
86. A GENERALIZATION 
l-dimensional subsets and, 
and 4.3, it follows from 
in X, and, in particular, X 
The construction described in the preceding sections can be modified so that any 
strongly infinite dimensional compacturn can be used in place of the Hilbert cube Q. 
6.1. THEOREM. Every strongly infinite dimensional compactum contains an infinite 
dimensional subcompactum which contains no n-dimensional (n 2 1) subsets. 
Outline of Proof. Let X be a strongly infinite dimensional compacturn with 
essential family {(A,, Bk): k = 1,2,. . .}. Let {I&,: n = 1,2,. . .} be a countable dense 
subset of the space of all continuous functions from X to the interval i = [ - I, Il. Let 
n = 101, %r. . .} and the collection {Nk: k = 1,2, . . .} be as defined in 03 and 95 
respectively (it is no longer important that if wk = (W, n), then nE Nk). Let Wk = 
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(W, n), let Nk = {m,, m2, m3, m4}, and let A, %, CY, the Smi’s, and the ai’s be as in $4. 
The sets R,,,? and R,, are defined exactly as in 04: 
For i = 1,3, Hmi is defined as follows. For each U E Ou, let {Vi: j = 1,2, . . .} be a 
sequence of open subsets of U with each Vj consisting of exactly two open intervals 
as indicated in Fig. 2; the collection of “left hand” (resp., “right hand”) intervals of 
the Vi’s “converges” to the “left hand” (resp., “right hand”) endpoint of cl(U). Let 
T~=~,~‘(U-U{V~:j=1,2,...})U{A,,~~,~’(V~~):j=1,2,...}*U{B,,~~,~’ 
(V*j-1): j = 1,2, . . .}* and let H,,,, = II,-‘(A) U {T,: U E %}*: we leave to the reader to 
check that H,,,, satisfies conditions 4.1 and 4.2 and that condition 4.3 holds. The proof 
of Lemma 4.4 is exactly the same. 
Fig. 2. 
Finally, let F c X = t Xk with dim F 2 1. Since dim F 2 1, there is a point x E F 
k=I 
and an open set N c X with x E N such that if U is an open set containing x with 
U G N, then bd( U) n F# 0. Let n be such that II.(x) E [ - 1, - $1 and IMX - N) C r&l]; 
since bd(II-‘([ - 1, p])) fl Ff 0 for each p E (- 4, i), II,(F) 2 (- f, $. In particular, 
II,(F) contains an element of W and Lemma 4.4 implies that dim F z 2. 
87. FINAL. REMARKS 
In [13, 17, 181 it is shown that every strongly infinite dimensional compactum 
contains a subcompacturn which is hereditarily strongly infinite dimensional (i.e., each 
nondegenerate subcontinuum is strongly infinite dimensional); therefore, the sub- 
compacturn in Theorem 6.1 can be chosen to be hereditarily strongly infinite dimen- 
sional. In fact, it is possible to show that the specific examples constructed in this 
paper are hereditarily strongly infinite dimensional (this is not obvious). 
To the author’s knowledge, it is not known whether a countable dimensional space 
(i.e., a space which is the countable union of zero-dimensional subsets) which is 
infinite dimensional contains finite dimensional subsets. If the space has a complete 
metric, then it contains finite dimensional closed subsets of each dimension[8; pp. 
50-511. The construction of X can be modified so that it contains no countable 
dimensional subsets as follows. Choose the Nk’s to be countably infinite, say Nk = 
{m I, m2. . , .}; let LY: A + l? S,,,i be a continuous surjection with each K’(x) uncount- 
i=l 
able: and let Xk = ii, (H,,,2i_, n R,,J 
Lemma 4.4 can be altered to read: if F C X, and II,(F) 2 W, then F is not 
m 
countable dimensional. The space X = rl Xk contains a continuum meeting AI and BI 
k=I 
and every countable dimensional subset of X is zero-dimensional. This modification 
of the original construction was also observed by Leonard Rubin. 
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